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In ˮThe Fictional Audience of Professional Wrestlingˮ, the writer has taken upon him/herself the 

task of examining the world of pro wrestling from the point of view of theater studies. Pro wrestling 

(or professional wrestling) is a predominantly American form of sports entertainment, where actors 

depict athletes competing for wrestling championships on different levels. The audience (both at 

live events and at home watching the matches on television) is aware of the fact that the outcome of 

every single match is decided beforehand, and nearly every individual move of the performers is 

choreographed. Nevertheless, the audience chooses to participate in the events by cheering their 

favorites and booing the ˮwrestlersˮ they do not like. 

In theater, breaking ˮthe fourth wallˮ (a term the writer could use) means violating the 

performance convention where the actors perform as if they are unaware of the spectators on the 

other side of the invisible ˮfourth wallˮ. In a sports event, this is more or less an impossibility. The 

athletes know very well that there are spectators present, and that there are also viewers watching a 

televised happening at home. This shows in their performance in numerous ways, such as a pole 

vaulter asking for audience support by clapping his hands together, or a football player celebrating a 

goal by looking at the audience/camera while gesturing directly at it. 

But what happens when a sports event is staged — as in pro wrestling — and the audience is 

aware of this? Presumably, the audience would stop following the sport, since it is an inherent part 

of the idea of any sport that the result is not set in advance. However, due to the fact that (as the 

writer states) the world of pro wrestling ˮhas historically and organically engulfed its audience as a 

fundamental element of itselfˮ, the very opposite has happened. Pro wrestling is a hugely popular 

form of entertainment, where the audience participation equals or even surpasses that of major 

sports events. According to the writer, the audience is part of the performance itself, thus becoming 

fictional in the same sense that the performance itself is fictional. One could add that insofar as they 

act like a ˮregularˮ sports audience, the spectators might even be seen as supporting the fourth wall 

in an inverse way to an audience present at a theatrical performance. 

There are some tensions in what the writer says, and the leap from the theories of Jacques 

Rancière, Susanne Langer, and Roland Barthes to the world of pro wrestling may seem a stretch. 

However, the writer is convincing is his/her attempts to bridge the gap. Being situated, as it were, in 

a no-mans-land between a theatrical performance and a sports event, professional wrestling lends 

itself to a variety of interpretations, and the article is pioneering in the sense that there is very little 

written about pro wrestling from an academic point of view. 

The language in the article is fluent, and for the most part good English. The vocabulary could be 

more varied; some idioms and words are repeated perhaps too often (ˮbe that as it mayˮ, ˮgarnerˮ). 

There are several minor mistakes: not being a native speaker nor appointed a language examiner I 

shall only point out a couple. The writer would do well to use the phrase ˮstands to reasonˮ instead 

of ˮcomes to reasonˮ (twice in the text); on page 8 (in my print-out) it is stated that ˮthe most 

zealous fans are consumed by wrestling minutiaeˮ — surely they are just avid consumers of it? —; 

and on page 10 the phrase ˮ[...] realizes the potentials of the Rancièrian unpredictable subject for 

mainstream professional wrestling often depicts a deplorable world [...]ˮ should perhaps read ˮ[...] 

realizes the potentials of the Rancièrian unpredictable subject, since mainstream professional 

wrestling often depicts a deplorable world [...]ˮ. 

Provided that the slight mistakes in the language of the article are corrected, I support that the 

article is published in the periodical Popular Inquiry. 
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